
Helping Herders



Mongolia's Severe Winter 
Conditions  

Harsh winter hit Mongolia early in October 2016. Summer was dry and 

droughty. Rural communities, largely herders, have been surviving on 

livestock for centuries. They cannot afford to lose their animals which are 

the sole source of livelihood and sustenance for them. 

After a long drought in 2016, heavy snow fell early that covered 

pasturelands. Temperatures dropped below -40 °C turning snow into ice. 

Grazing and the movement of animals became increasingly 

difficult. Consequently, the herders’ reserve of hay and fodder depleted 

quickly. The shortage escalated fodder prices that worsened the 

situation. Weakened livestock was at significant risk of ill health and 

death.  



165,000 
people were  

affected



 United Nations, under its Central Emergency Relief 

Fund (CERF) allocated 1.1 million USD to meet immediate 

needs of 3500 most vulnerable herder families in 36 soums of 

13 aimags.  To support the efforts of the Government of 

Mongolia, UN along with the humanitarian partners embarked 

on a two pronged approach to support herders in need. First 

component consisted of cash assistance for herders to meet 

their most urgent needs. The second component included 

 fodder, mineral supplement and veterinary supply for the 

survival of livestock.  

United Nations 
Humanitarian Response



The assessment of the situation was 

initiated well on time by UN and 

humanitarian partners. As the winter 

got severe, the preparations for a 

direct cash transfer were completed. 

After most of herders had spent their 

 savings, the cash grants arrived. 

Herders used these grants to meet 

some of their urgent needs of food, 

fuel, medicine and repaying debts. 

Cash Grants 
Arrived Just in 
Time



Animal Feed Packages for 
Unpredictable Spring 

Season
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With an aim to minimize the loss of animals during the unpredictable

spring and breeding season, UN provided animal feed and first aid

packages to the most vulnerable herders. 20 trucks containing feed

packages were sent to 36 soums at the onset of spring. Each package

included highly nutritious concentrated fodder, vitamin and mineral

supplements for balancing the animal feed ration, milk replacer for

newborns and a first aid kit. Depending on the size of the herd, the

beneficiary households received a different amount of concentrated

fodder. 

Animal Feed and First Aid 
Packages  



AID REACHES ERDENESANT SOUM

MARCH 13, 2017 - THE ANIMAL FEED PACKAGES WERE SENT 

OUT TO  36 SOUMS. ERDENESANT SOUM WAS AMONG THE 

FIRST TO RECEIVE.



Beyond The 
Call of Duty

Soum administrations worked hard to 

ensure that the assistance reaches herders 

on time. After the trucks loaded with 

animal feed packages arrived, 

the administration  of Erdenesant soum 

was ready for distribution. Mashbayar, the 

Governor of Erdenesant soum and the 

governors of all five bags (smallest 

administrative unit) worked as a team to 

serve the communities in need.   



“After the heavy snowfall, there was 

hardly any grass left near our winter 

camp in Ar buural place. Last year during 

dzud, I lost almost half of my flock. I herd 

goats which give me cashmere to sell 

during the spring season. I bought 11 

young goats with the cash grant I 

received. Now I have received this fodder 

which is enough to feed these goats 

through the spring.” Says 50 years old 

Erdenechuluun Dashzeveg who lives in 

Erdenesant soum with his wife and three 

children.   

Using Cash Grants 
to Buy Livestock



Gantsetseg Ganbaatar is 27. She has graduated from a University in Ulaanbaatar. 

Gantsetseg has earlier worked in the fast food outlet Pizzeria. Now, she lives with her 

husband and two children in Erdenesant soum. They have a herd of 150 sheep and 

goats. 

Receiving the assistance, Gantsetseg said“It has been three years since me and my 

husband decided to move to the rural area to become herders because it was 

difficult to find a job in the city. Last spring, my husband earned some additional

income by helping other herders in combing their goats to collect cashmere. This is 

the only additional income we can have in rural areas besides selling livestock. With 

this income, we prepared for the winters. We collected 2 truckloads of hay and 

bought several sacks of fodder for our animals. Our livestock survived on this stock 

through the winter. Now the stock is over and grasslands are still covered with snow, 

our animals are getting weaker. The fodder and minerals that we have received will 

greatly help restore the health of our animals.” 

Young Herders



U N I T E D  N A T I O N S  I N  M O N G O L I A  




